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EXPERIMEI\fTAL COLD-FLOW EVALUATION OF A RAM-AIR-COOLED

PLUG-NOZZLE CONCEPT FOR AFTERBURNING

TURBOJET ENGINES

by David M. Straight, Douglas E. Harrington, and Stanley M. Nosek

Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY

The thrust and pumping characteristics of a ram-air-cooled plug-nozzle concept
were obtained with an 21.59-centimeter (8. 5-in.) diameter model. Preliminary data
obtained in a static cold-flow altitude facility indicated nozzle thrust efficiencies near
100 percent at simulated supersonic cruise pressure ratios. An efficiency of 98. 5 per-
cent was obtained at a pressure ratio of 4. 0 corresponding to a climb condition near sea
level takeoff.

Sufficient quantities of ram air were pumped by the primary jet expanding along the
plug surface to meet calculated plug cooling air requirements for an afterburning engine
at static conditions.

Data are also presented on the effect of plug size, outer shroud length, and varying
amounts of secondary flow on thrust and pumping.

INTRODUCTION

The plug nozzle is an attractive concept for application to supersonic cruise air-
craft. In particular, low angle conical plug nozzles have demonstrated efficient opera-
tion over a wide range of operating conditions (refs. 1 to 6). But one of the design
problems encountered in maintaining high performance over the range of flight condi-
tions is that of cooling the plug that is immersed in the hot gas stream. A number of
cooling schemes applicable to turbojet exhaust nozzles are reported in references 7 to
9. Of the various schemes proposed, film cooling with air is most commonly used.
Results of various film cooling investigations on plug nozzles are reported in refer-
ences 10 to 12.



The purpose of this report is to present preliminary test data on a new plug nozzle
concept. A limited number of model configurations were tested to determine if further
investigation is warranted. The plug-nozzle concept investigated is film cooled using
external or engine inlet ram air which should have a lower net thrust penalty than if
compressor bleed air were used. The cooling concept differs from other film-cooled
plugs in that the relatively low energy ram air from the inlet is directed down the plug
through a relatively large slot that allows the primary stream to pump adequate ambient
air for cooling during static operations.

Three configurations of a 21. 59-centimeter (8.5-in.) diameter model of the nozzle
were tested in a cold-flow static altitude test facility at the Lewis Research Center to
obtain thrust and pumping characteristics. The configurations were chosen to deter-
mine performance at two of the more important operating conditions; supersonic cruise
and sea-level takeoff. Two configurations, with two plug sizes, were run at the super-
sonic cruise condition (high nozzle pressure ratios and extended outer shroud) to deter-
mine the effect of the variation of the large film cooling slot on thrust performance.
One configuration, with the larger plug, was run at the sea-level takeoff condition (low
pressure ratio and retracted outer shroud) to determine if cooling air could be pumped
with zero ram pressure.

RAM AIR COOLED PLUG NOZZLE CONCEPT

A conceptual sketch of the ram-air-cooled plug nozzle on a large afterburning tur-
bojet engine is presented in figure 1. Part of the inlet ram air flow is ducted through
crossover struts upstream of the afterburner and then through the plug support sting to
a large film cooling annulus on the plug wall a short distance downstream of the primary
nozzle throat. The translating outer shroud and the fixed position outer primary shroud
are cylindrical to reduce or eliminate boattail drag.

The primary nozzle throat area variation required for afterburning operation would
be provided by varying the position of an inner primary shroud. Previous plug-nozzle
configurations generally achieved area variation using a movable outer primary shroud.
Mechanically, the position of the inner primary shroud could be obtained by using an
overlapping leaf type of construction. The plug size is large enough to conveniently
provide a relatively cool space for the storage of actuators and umbrella type of thrust
reverser mechanisms.

• A brief study of applying the ram-air-cooled plug-nozzle concept to a duct burning
turbofan engine indicated that the concept may also be applicable to other turbine engine
cycles. Either ram air or fan-discharge air could be used for cooling the plug in turbo-
fan engines.



APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Installation

A schematic of the nozzle installed in the static test facility is shown in figure 2.
The nozzle was attached by an adapter to a section of pipe rigidly mounted on a bedplate.
The bedplate was freely suspended by four flexure rods. The metric portion of the in-
stallation (bedplate, adapter, nozzle, etc.) was separated from the grounded section by
means of a flexible bellows. Thus, the metric portion was free to move fore and aft.
Both external and internal pressure forces acting on the metric section were measured
with a load cell mounted between the bedplate and a grounded portion of the facility.
Nozzle gross thrust was then determined from the load cell measurement, primary inlet
momentum, and several facility tare forces.

Facility Calibration

Nozzle primary weight flow was calculated from pressure and temperature meas-
urements at the primary air metering station and a flow coefficient that had been deter-
mined with an ASME calibration nozzle. Inner and outer secondary weight flows were
measured with standard ASME flow metering orifices located in external supply lines.

The ASME nozzle was also used to calibrate the thrust of the metric portion of the
installation. This was done before and after testing the ram-air-cooled plug nozzle.
The data of more than 250 points that were generated in these calibrations are presented
in figure 3. The gross thrust coefficients calculated from the measured thrusts are
plotted as a function of the nozzle pressure ratio and compared with the theoretical
values. Practically all of the points fall within ±0. 5 percent of deviation from the theo-
retical. The standard deviation is 0. 0024. It must be noted, however, that the results
with the calibration nozzle does not include the effect of bringing secondary air onto the
metric section. The bourdon tube effect of the flexible secondary air lines induced
some small additional thrust. Thus, the efficiencies of the ram-air-cooled plug, in
some cases, go over 100 percent. Although this error is probably small, it is signifi-
cant enough to recognize in evaluating the results with the plug nozzle.



Nozzle Configurations

The three basic nozzle configurations that were tested are shown in figure 4. Per-
tinent area ratios are listed in table I. Variation of inner secondary flow area Aig was
simulated by using two different sizes of plugs. (Symbols are defined in appendix A.)
The small plug was tested with the outer shroud completely extended (X/Dm = 0. 82) to
its supersonic cruise position. The large plug was tested with both extended (X/Dm =
0. 82) and retracted (X/Dm = -0.16) shrouds. The retracted outer shroud corresponds
to takeoff position. The geometric details of the flow passages are shown in figure 5.
The radius of curvature of the inner primary shroud was designed to be relatively large
to minimize flow distortion at the primary nozzle throat. In addition, a small amount
of internal expansion was provided for the primary flow. Photographs of the nozzle are
presented in figure 6, which shows the major components of the ram-air-cooled plug
nozzle.

TABLE I. - AREA RATIOS IN NOZZLE CONFIGURATIONS

[A8/Am =0. 266; AUp/A .1.13JJ

Nozzle configuration

Large plug, extended
shroud

Large plug, retracted
shroud

Small plug, extended
shroud

Area ratios

A
PL/Am

0.375

.375

.205

Ais/Am

0.138

.138

.309

Aos/Am

0.145

.145

.145

Ag/Aj

3.27

3.57

Model Instrumentation

Figure 7 presents the instrumentation that was used on the model. The instrumen-
tation at station 7 (fig. 7(a)) was used primarily to determine the flow properties of the
various streams as they entered the nozzle. All total-pressure rakes were equal area
weighted and the static-pressure orifices were offset from the rakes to minimize dis-
turbances from these rakes. The static-pressure orifices for determining component
forces are shown in figure 7(b). All of these pressures (except those on the outer
shroud) were measured at the centroids of equal axially projected areas. The compo-
nent forces were then determined by summing the pressures and multiplying by the total



axially projected area of the desired surface. Orifices 3 to 6 were not used in the re- ,
suits presented here.

Procedure

Nozzle pressure ratios were set by maintaining a constant nozzle inlet pressure
P, 7 and varying the tank pressure PQ with the exhausters. Each of the nozzle con-
figurations was tested over a range of pressure ratios encompassing the design condi-
tions. At design conditions, the inner secondary weight flow ratio o>.S\[T\S

 was varied
from 0 to 8 percent and the outer weight flow ratio o>_«, \lrnc was varied from 0 to

Uo \ Uo

6 percent.

Thrust Calculations

The ideal jet thrust for each of the primary and secondary flows was calculated
from the measured mass flow rate expanded from its measured total pressure to tank
static pressure PQ. Nozzle efficiency is then defined as the ratio of the gross thrust
to the sum of the ideal thrusts of both the primary and secondary flows:

F F
Nozzle efficiency = —™- or —

Fi Fi

In addition, the measured nozzle gross thrust coefficient was also calculated. It is de-
fined as the ratio of the measured gross thrust to the ideal thrust of the primary flow:

F
Nozzle gross thrust coefficient = ——

Fip

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thrust From Load Cell Measurements

The cold-flow thrust performance of the three nozzle configurations tested is shown
in figure 8. Between nozzle pressure ratios of 22 and 30, the nozzle efficiency based
on measured thrust data shows values near 100 percent for the large plug, extended



shroud configuration. (See Facility Calibration section.) Below a pressure ratio of 22,
the nozzle efficiency decreases because the internal area ratio with the long shroud is
too large for these lower pressure ratios.

The data obtained with the outer shroud in a simulated retracted position (large
plug) showed a peak efficiency of 0.985 occurring at a pressure ratio of 4. 0, slightly
higher than the sea level takeoff design pressure ratio of 3.3. The actual effective in-
ternal area ratio was apparently slightly larger than the design value.

The performance of the nozzle at intermediate pressure ratios from 5 to 15 (cor-
responding to subsonic cruise and acceleration) should improve if intermediate shroud
lengths were used.

The small plug model was run (with the extended shroud) to determine the thrust
losses that would occur if a larger plug cooling air slot height (inner secondary area,
A. ) was needed to adequately cool the plug during afterburner operation on an engine.

The results in figure 8 show that the thrust was only 0.5 to 1. 0 percent lower over
the complete range of pressure ratios, even though the slot area was increased from
14 to 31 percent of the projected area of the nozzle.

All data in figure 8 were obtained at constant design corrected secondary weight
flow ratios of 0. 05 for the inner secondary and 0. 03 for the outer secondary. All three
configurations, however, were run over a wide range of inner and outer corrected sec-
ondary flows to determine the sensitivity of the design concept to operation at off-design
flow rates. The effect of secondary flow on nozzle efficiency is presented in figure 9.
With the extended shroud, there was little change in nozzle efficiency for changes in
corrected secondary weight flow ratios from 0.02 to 0. 08 for both inner and outer sec-
ondaries at a nozzle pressure ratio of 28. When the secondary flows were reduced to
zero, however, there was about a 1. 5 percent loss in efficiency. In the retracted
shroud configuration, increase in inner secondary flow increased efficiency, and in-
creased outer secondary flow slightly reduced efficiency at a nozzle pressure ratio of 3.

The gross thrust coefficients are shown in figures 10 and 11. Figure 10 presents
the variation with pressure ratio, and figure 11 presents the variation with inner
(fig. ll(a)) and outer (fig. ll(b)) corrected secondary weight flow ratios.

Thrust From Component Pressure Forces

A further indication of the high performance levels (figs. 8 to 11) could be obtained
from the many surface-pressure measurements described in the instrumentation section.
Total thrust was determined by summing the stream momentums and pressure forces
on all the nozzle components. (Drag from the plug support struts was not included.)
Calculations were on a one-dimensional flow basis with no friction.



Typical summary curves resulting from component force analyses are shown in
figure 12 where the small plug configuration is compared with the large plug configura-
tion. The largest difference between the two configurations occurs in the surface force
on the aft end of the plug (fig. 12(a)), where, as expected, the large plug has a force
nearly twice that of the small plug at the design pressure ratio of 28. To offset some
of this difference, however, the inner secondary of the small plug configuration has a
higher force than the large plug inner secondary (Pt ^/PQ = 28 in fig. 12(b)). The net
result was that overall thrust performance with the small plug was less than 0. 5 percent
lower than for the large plug (see fig. 8). The outer secondary (fig. 12(c)) and primary
(fig. 12(d)) component forces are nearly the same for both plug sizes. The sum of all
the component forces presented in figure 12 (e) show about the same difference between
the performance with the two plug sizes as the measured thrust data presented in fig-
ure 8.

A direct comparison of the nozzle efficiencies obtained by component forces with
that obtained from load cell measurements is shown in figure 13 for the three configura-
tions tested. The component method shows higher performance than the load cell
method although the shape of the curves are nearly identical. No corrections for fric-
tion forces were made in the component force data in figure 13. However, an estimate
of the friction force was made at the design pressure ratio of 28, using two different
boundary layer methods (refs. 13 and 14). Both methods reduced the efficiency by about
1/2 percentage point. Thus both load cell measurements and component analyses re-
sults show that the performance of the nozzle is high.

Pumping Characteristics

The pumping characteristics of the inner secondary flow passage for the three con-
figurations tested are shown in figure 14. All three show low secondary passage pres-
sures over a range of primary nozzle pressure ratios and secondary air flow rates.
The primary airstream of the small plug configuration pumps the secondary to lower
pressures than the large plug because the secondary to primary area ratio is larger.
Note that the primary air stream of the large plug configurations pumps secondary air
<^o \f^I = 0- 05) to the same pressure level (P. .0/P+ 7 = 0 . 2 ) with the outer shroud

lo V lo L? lo L? I

in both retracted (fig. 14(c)) and extended (fig. 14(b)) positions.
Heat-transfer calculations were made for a ram-air-cooled plug nozzle installed on

a typical small 63. 5-centimeter (25-in.) outer shroud diameter, afterburning turbojet
engine. The results of the plug cooling calculations are shown in figure 15. An inner
secondary corrected airflow of 4 percent was predicted to be adequate to keep the max-
imum plug wall temperature within safe operating limits at sea level takeoff conditions.



Pumping data were obtained with the model at a pressure ratio near that required
at sea level takeoff conditions (Pt ^/Pg = 3. 0) to determine if the pumping characteris-
tics of the ram-air cooled-plug nozzle could provide the amount of air required for
cooling the plug (fig. 15). The data are presented in figure 16 as a function of corrected
inner secondary flow rate ratio. The data show that a corrected inner secondary flow
ratio of 5 percent is pumped at this zero ram condition with 5 percent of ambient pres-
sure still available for duct flow losses through the secondary air passages (P. JS/PO ~
0. 95). This pumping occurs by the primary jet expanding along the plug surface even
with the outer shroud in the retracted position.

The pumping characteristics of the outer secondary flow passage are presented in
figure 17. Comparison of figure 17 with figure 14 shows that with the large plug and
extended shroud the outer secondary pressures are pumped to lower levels than the
inner secondary at corresponding corrected flow rates.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The thrust and pumping characteristics of a ram-air-cooled plug-nozzle concept
were obtained by testing a 21.59-centimeter (8. 5-in.) diameter model in a static cold-
flow altitude test facility. The general results were as follows:

1. Nozzle thrust efficiencies were near 100 percent at the supersonic cruise design
nozzle pressure ratio of 28. The thrust efficiency was 98.5 percent at a pressure ratio
of 4. 0 corresponding to a climb condition near sea level. These high efficiency levels
were confirmed by component force analyses.

2. Sufficient quantities of low pressure (ram) air were pumped by the primary jet
expanding along the plug surface to meet calculated film cooling air requirements for a
plug nozzle operation on an afterburning engine at sea level takeoff conditions. Expan-
sion along the plug surface created adequate pumping with the outer shroud in a retract-
ed position. (Corrected inner secondary weight flow ratio of 5 percent at an inner sec-
ondary to ambient pressure ratio of 0.95.)

3. The loss in aft-end plug force that resulted when the plug size was reduced was
partly compensated for by an increase in force along the inner secondary (plug cooling
air) flow passage, with the net result that overall thrust performance with the small
plug was less than 0.5 percent lower than for the large plug at a nozzle pressure ratio
of 28.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results from the limited number of configurations tested show that the ram-air-



cooled plug-nozzle concept has the potential of high thrust performance with low per-
formance penalty due to cooling airflows. In addition, the nozzle concept has good
pumping characteristics with low thrust loss penalty at the design points investigated.

The favorable results obtained indicate that further investigation is desirable.
Some of the variables of interest are intermediate shroud lengths (for transonic oper-
ating conditions), various primary throat areas (required for afterburning), external
flow effects, and hot flow tests to determine minimum cooling air flow rates for various
afterburning levels and external flow conditions. Also desirable are installation and
mission analyses to assess the ram-drag penalty associated with providing the cooling
air.

Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Cleveland, Ohio, April 11, 1973,
501-24.



APPENDIX -SYMBOLS

A. inner secondary flow area at primary lip
. I"

A outer secondary flow area
OS

A,. primary nozzle flow area in lip plane

AR primary nozzle throat area

Ag flow area between end of extended outer shroud and plug surface

d model diameterm
F total of all component forces (stream momentum and pressure forces)

\s

F. sum of ideal isentropic thrusts (primary and two secondaries)

F- ideal isentropic thrust of primary stream

F. inner secondary component forces (stream momentum and pressure forces)is
F measured gross thrust (based on load cell)

F^_ outer secondary component forces (stream momentum and pressure forces)
OS

F primary stream component forces (stream momentum and pressure forces from
station 8 to lip plane)

F , aft plug surface pressure force

L length of plug from primary lip to aft end

PQ altitude static pressure in test chamber

P. . inner secondary total pressure at station 7
Tj IS

P, outer secondary total pressure at station 7

P, „ primary total pressure at station 7
t> '

T. inner secondary air total temperatureis
T outer secondary air total temperature

T primary-air total temperature

W- inner secondary airflow rate
IS

W 0 outer secondary airflow rate
OS

W primary airflow rate
P

X axial distance from inner primary lip
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"SM "s corrected inner secondary flow ratio, W. /W WT. /T

corrected outer secondary flow ratio, W /W •^T~7TT
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r Ram-air supply from engine inlet
i

Translating
outer shroud

Actuators and thrust
reverser in plug cavity

j ^Nonafterburning position

Maximum afterburning position of inner primary shroud

CD-11458-28
"-Turbine discharge gas

Figure 1. - Conceptual sketch of a ram-air-cooled plug nozzle for typical large afterburning turbojet engine.

LCylinder outer primary shroud
(fixed position)

Mounting pipe-j Plenum chamber

Aftitudeexhaust7

r Primary air inlet
\
\

\|

i-Secondary
/i airflow lines
/ I

Bellmouth^

^-Ram-air-cooled
plug nozzle

Bedplate-' Load eel I-<

Figure 2. - Static test facility.
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Nozzle pressure ratio, Pt 7/P0

Figure 3. - Internal performance of ASME calibration nozzle. Standard
deviation, 0.0024.
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-16.00(6.3)-

Station 7

Aos

9
I

X/dm = 0.82

•W,

Model
diameter, d.

21.59(8.50)
3.81(1.50) 9.769
rad (3.846)

X/dm = -0.16

(a) Small plug with extended shroud (X/dm • 0.82).

X/dm=0.82

„-—Plug support struts at
p = 60°, 180°, and 300°

Model
diameter, dm

2.062
(0.812) rad

10°

21.59
(8.50)

3.81 (1.50) rad 13 223
(5.'206)

(b) Large plug with retracted shroud (X/dm = -0.16) and extended shroud (X/dm • 0.82).

Figure 4. - Geometric details of ram-air-cooled plug-nozzle model. (All dimensions are in cm (in.).)
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21.59(8.50)diam

21.283(8.379)diam

r 35°
9.200(3.'622)diam1 ^ W

Outer primary shroud

primary shroud

10° Trailing -edge angle

15.337 (6.038)diam

•—0.351 (0.138)

CD-11461-28

Figure 5. - Nozzle flow passage details. (All dimensions in cm (in.).)
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Facility adaptor^

Retracted aft
outer shroud-.

/ rCylindrical outer
I I primary shroud

Inner primary shroud

C-72-3298

(a) Large plug, retracted shroud.

-Inner primary shroud

(b) Small plug assembled inside inner primary shroud.

Figure6. -Test models.

C-72-3299
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Inner secondary air supply
struts fepprox. 30cm (11.8 in.)
upstream of station 7)

Inner secondary-air
flow passage—__

Total-pressure orifice
Static-pressure orifice
Thermocouple

Primary-air
flow passage

- Outer secondary-air
flow passage

(a) Station 7 instrumentation (looking upstream).
Shroud static-pressure

locations Plug static-pressure locations

• Static pressure orifice

hx

Orifice

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

x/dm

-a 478
-.188
.083
.318
.553
.789

-.366
-.274
-.187
-.076
-.057
-.037
-.023
-.007

4 5 6
W W V V w f

o 10

Orifice

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Small plug X/dm

-0.389
-.301
-.211
-.134
-.054
-.018
.026
.073
.121
.170
.223
.277
.336
.400
.467
.542
.623
.720
.837

1.010

large plug X/dm

-0.416
-.320
-.211
-.133
-.039
.006
.065
.127
.191
.259
.331
.406
.484
.569
.661
.761
.874

1.004
1. 163
1.395

Model
diameter,

"m

CD-11462-28

(b) Nozzle static-pressure instrumentation.

Figure 7. - Model instrumentation. (All dimensions are in cm (in.).)

Note: All total pressures are located on the centroids of equal areas.
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1.00

i£~ .98

•S -96

.94

.92

B- £r—<

Plug size Shroud length
o Small Extended
o Large Extended
o Large Retracted

I ,<-Sea-level takeoff design point Supersonic cruise design point-<

LJ I I I I
10 15 20
Nozzle pressure ratio, Pj

25 30

Figure 8. - Effect of shroud length and plug size on measured nozzle thrust efficiency.
Inner secondary weight flow ratio, 0.05; outer secondary weight flow ratio, 0.03.

Plug size Shroud length Pressure ratio,
Pt.7/P0

1.00 i—

Extended
Extended
Retracted

.06 .08 0 .02
Corrected secondary weight flow ratio,

.06 .08

(a) Inner secondary. Outer secondary weight
flow ratio held constant at 0.03.

(bl Outer secondary. Inner secondary weight
flow ratio held constant at 0.05.

Figure 9. - Effect of secondary weight flow on measured nozzle thrust efficiency.
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1.10,—

E
LI-

'S

fe LOO

£ .95

.90

Plug size Shroud length

o Small Extended
Large Extended
Large Retracted

10 15
Nozzle pressure ratio,

20 25 30

1.10 r—

E 1.05 —

Figure 10. - Effect of shroud length and plug size on nozzle gross thrust coefficient.
Inner secondary weight flow ratio, 0.05; outer secondary weight flow ratio, 0.03.

Plug size Shroud length Pressure ratio,
Pt,7/P0

o Small Extended 28
n Large Extended 28
o Large Retracted 3.0

S
o

.90
.02 .06 .08 0 .02

Corrected secondary weight flow ratio,
.04 .06

(a) inner secondary. Outer secondary weight
flow ratio held constant at 0.08.

(bl Outer secondary. Inner secondary weight
flow held constant at 0.05.

Figure 11. - Effect of secondary weight flow on nozzle gross thrust coefficient.
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o Small plug
o Large plug

•8'

.2
2

(a) Aft plug surface component force

(d) Total primary stream component forces,

(b) Total inner secondary component forces, Fjs. •-

S '-

3 1.00

.96

14 18 22 26 30 6
Nozzle pressure ratio, P{

10 14 18 22 2f> 30

(cl Total outer secondary component forces, Fos. (e) Total of all nozzle component forces, FC.

Figure 12. - Effect of plug size on component forces. Mended shroud; inner secondary weight flow ratio, 0.05;
outer secondary weight flow ratio, 0. 03.
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Figure 13. - Comparison of nozzle efficiency based on component forces with measured
nozzle efficiency. Inner secondary weight flow ratio, 0.05; outer secondary weight
flow ratio, 0.03.
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Figure 16. - Inner secondary flow pressure recovery re-
quirements. Outer secondary weight flow ratio, 0.03;
nozzle pressure ratio, 3.0.
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Figure 17. - Pumping characteristics of outer secondary flow passage.
Inner secondary weight flow ratio, 0.05.
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